
BEE Set to Take Stage at SaaStr 2021 Annual
Conference to Address Industry Trend of
“build-vs-buy”

BEE attends the 7th annual global gathering to share their
insights and network amongst SaaS founders, executives and
venture capitalists

NEWS RELEASE BY BEE

 BEE, a business unit of Growens and leading digital content design platform, announced today

they will be speaking at this year's SaaStr Annual event, the world’s largest non-vendor B2B

software conference. BEE has been an active participant of SaaStr sponsored events and this year

Mariela Towers, Head of Marketing and Jules Costa, Content Manager will take the stage to talk

about "Behind the Scenes of a Build-vs-Buy Decision.”

SaaStr is known to be the most inclusive event in SaaS. In the past three years, 60% of speakers

were women or multicultural speakers, and they strive to continue this growth through future

events. BEE echoes the sentiment of diversity and inclusion and will be represented by two of their

own women leaders to speak at the conference. For the first time, Towers and Costa will bring

their diverse backgrounds in business and content strategy to the SaaStr conference by joining key

industry conversations.

"We are looking forward to the event and the opportunity to safely engage and network with

fellow SaaStrs in person this year,” said Towers. “We are excited to bring a relevant conversation

about leveraging third-party technology for faster speed to market, and of course can't deny that

the team at BEE is really proud to participate in the movement to balance out what diversity

should look like in technology.”

"SaaS products continue to play a huge role in the future of work. We've seen remote

collaboration become expected and, at times, crucial to sustaining business,” states Costa. “The

'make or buy' decision is one piece of getting these products to market faster."

For more information on this upcoming event check out saastrannual2021.com. BEE can be found

at booth 323 where the team will also be highlighting BEE Plugin, the company's embeddable

email, landing page and popup builder that is integrated into over 600+ different SaaS applications

worldwide.
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About BEE:

 

BEE provides no-code design tools that empower everyone to quickly create content

that resonates. BEE’s visual builders are used to design emails, landing pages, one-page

sites, and more. They deliver fantastic design flexibility and a great user experience,

combining granular control on design elements with handy features like editing content

directly in mobile view. BEE is building on its vision to help democratize content design,

with millions of monthly users in over 20 languages and from over 150 countries. BEE’s

design tools are available online at beefree.io and embedded in 600+ SaaS applications.

 

BEE will present on Tuesday, September 28 at 12pm PST/3pm EST.
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